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By Jill Jonnes 

" ... While experts and industry argue over the effects of micro
wave exposure, we in New York bask in an electronic smog ... " 

H 
JOH ABOVE MANHATTAN, whose long-term biological effects are "There is evidence of chromosomal 
the rooftops bristle with unknown. abno.rmalities in human beings exposed 
antennae-from the thick "If microwave radiation were a to microwaves and growing evidence 
transmitter atop the first drug, the FDA would have long ago of birth defects associated with micro
World Trade Tower to the been forced to pull it off the market," waves." And other critics say elec-

spire-like electric pinnacle tromagnetic radiation has 
of the Empire State Build- been linked to fatigue, 
ing, to the thousands of menstruation problems, 
smaller apparatuses punc- sterility, birth defects, pre-
tuating the skyline. Air- mature aging, cataracts, 
port radar silently sweeps and pancreatic cancers. 
the skies. Communica- The possibility that low-
tions satellites beam mes, level microwaves and 
sages from one end of the other forms of nonionizing 
earth to the other. Fae- radiation may be danger-
tory machines electroni- ous has stirred up one of 
cally seal, bond, and dry the hottest controversies 
products-from plastic to ever in scientific and en-
wood. Microwave ovens, vironmental circles. Cur-
police radios; diathermy rently in the United States 
machines, shoplifting de- there is an arbitrary guide-
.tectors, burglar alarms, line for workers-a limit 
garage-door openers-all of 10,000 microwatts per 
of · these devices employ square centimeter-and no 
types of electromagnetic g_uide for the general pub-
radiation. lie: If it is determined 

This hushed ·· energy that lower levels are dan-
makes our lives so easy. gerous, the military, com-
But is it safe? Or are we munications and manufac-
awash in an invisible elec- turing industries would 
tronic smog? have to make enormous 

While the military and changes costing millions, 
the communications indus- perhaps billions of dollars 
try adamantly · maintain and be faced, no doubt, 
that low-level electromag• with a slew of lawsuits. 
netic radiation is harm- Fittingly, New York 
less, a growing number Our electronic. sky: The silent zap-zap of microwave beams. City, heart of the commu-
of scientists, public-health -.----------------------- nications industry, has 
officials, and environmentalists fear says Paul Brodeur, -a staff writer for emerged as the center of the debate: 
that the swift proliferation of such The New Yorker who first wrote about It was here that Brodeur first published 
electronic devi<:es could be endangering the possible hazards of microwaves in his hard-hitting microwave pieces. It 
underprotected workers and produc- 1976 and then published a much wa.s in New York City that the nation's 
ing a miasma of electromagnetic waves praised book, The Zapping of America. first standard for public exposure was 

Illustration by Frank Morris. J3 (2s);·33- 3& -
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proposed in a raucous daylong hearing 
and squashed by the television indus
try. It was here that the current, legally 
unenforceable worker guideline was 
promulgated by an industry-sponsored 
group. It was here that the widow of a 
New York Telephone Company worker 
brought a potentially landmark suit 
(now pending, see box, page 38), charg
ing her husband died from overexpo
sure to microwaves. 

And it now seems a de facto stan
dard will be established here. The Port 
Authority has discovered that the upper 
stories of its second Trade Tower will 
be bathed in up to 360 microwatts per 
square centimeter by its new trans
mitter (to replace the one atop the 
Empire State Building), which goes into 
service this June 8. In the absence of 
any standards or regulations, the Port 
Authority, advised by a moonlighting 
military doctor, has vowed to install 
protective screening and shields to cut 
exposure to below 100 microwatts. No 
doubt others will use this as a prece
dent, though 'it is based on no particu
lar scientific knowledge. Voita the new 
standard. 

Certainly, officials of every stripe 
concede there is a need for some sort 
of action. Bureaucrats at the Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA), Oc
cupational Safety and Health Adminis
tration (OSHA), National Institute of 
Occupational Safety and· Health 
(NIOSH), and other agencies have 
promised more research, epidemiologi
cal studies, and new standards based 
on the promised research. But mired in 
alphabetical inertia and no doubt con
scious that a terrible howl will arise 
from the affected industries (including 
the Defense Department), the promised 
dates come and go. Meanwhile, 21 mil
lion Americans (many of them women 
of childbearing age) work unprotected 
in industrial settings, operating ma
chines that use and emanate electro
magnetic radiation, often at levels far 
higher even than the 10,000-microwatt 
guideline. 

UT WHAT OF THE GENERAL 

public? How much are we 
being zapped? The EPA has 
taken readings in New York 
City and has concluded that 

only a half of 1 percent of the local 
populace gets zapped by more than one 
microwatt. But environmentalists scoff 
at that estimate, pointing out that the 
EPA does its measurements for the 
most part at street level, where one is 
much less likely to encounter electro
magnetic waves. Just think how hard 
it is to get good reception on a car 
radio while cruising the canyons of 
Manhattan. 
· Actually, the highest reading of "elec-
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· tronic smog" found in the city-1,000 
microwatts-was discovered quite by 
fluke on the seventh floor of the New 
York Times building when Wordie Parr 
of the National Institute of Occupation
al Safety and Health was checking visual 
display terminals (VDT's). That inves
tigation started after two young men, 
aged 35 and 29, developed cataracts. 
Parr wrote in his repor-t that the meter 
was probably resppnding to radio sta
tion WQXR, located on the ninth floor 
of the Times building. That doesn't 
mean the Times is necessarily that 
much more exposed ,than other build
ings near transmitters;_ someone just 
did measurements there. 

What might be the biological effects 
of such daily low-level zapping? Very. 
simply, no one knows. But there are 
indications that are pretty unnerving. 
Allan H. Frey, a scientist who heads 
his own research lab, Randomline, in 
Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania, has 
done some of the trailblazing work 
in low-level effects. Frey did the first 
experiments showing that low-level 
microwaves change the permeability of 
the blood brain barrier·, allowing in 
chemicals that are normally screened 
out. "It's a serious matter," says ·Frey, 
"but we can't make an interpretation 
yet. We're beginning to get preliminary 
results -that show that low-level micro
waves could affect the nervous system, 
behavior, and the immune system. 
These are the areas most ·susceptible to 
environmental insult."-·-

While we worry about what it all 
means and what it might be doing to 
us, the Russians, who have stringent 
exposure standards, view microwaves 
very seriously. Soviet studies started 
twenty · years· ago when microwave 
workers there complained of fatigue, 
irritability, menstruation problems, and . 
ster-ility. Soviet scientists now link 
chronic microwave exposure with cata-. 
racts, heart disease, premature aging, 
central-nervous-system disorders, and 
birth defects. Their worker standard 
is ten microwatts per square centimeter, 
and their public-heal,t,h standard is one 
microwatt. In pitiful comparison, our 
guideline is legally unenforceable and 
derives from the industry-sponsored 
American National Standards Institute. 

How is it that other technologically 
advanced nations have standards (Swe
den and Canada 1,000 microwatts, 
Poland 200, Czechoslovakia 25) when 
we have none? In part, because Amer
ican scientists, many of whom were 
funded by ·the Department of Defense 
or the electronics industry, have in
sisted it took a very powerful dose of 
microwaves-more than 100,000 micro
watts per square centimeter---to affect 
biological systems and that even then 
the only efTect is thermal. Figuring in 
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a safety factor of ten, the American 
National Standards Institute subcom
mittee arrived at the present guideline 
of 10,000 microwatts. 

T
HE EVIDENCE HAS BEEN 

mounting for years that 
microwaves might be haz
ardo_us .. Former radar tech
nicians who were exposed 

to varying levels of microwaves formed 
an organization, the Radar Victims 
Network, and its members have won 
disability benefits for microwave cata
racts. Unlike senile cataracts, micro
wave-induced cataracts form in the 
posterior of the lens. RADVIC mem
bers blame exposure to microwaves for 
a wide range of illnesses-circulatory 
problems, pancreatic cancer, testicular 
damage, deafness, blindness, and severe 
depression. 

Arthur M. Kay, a New Yorker, was 
the first person ever to win microwave
related veteran's disability benefits. He 
had been a radar technician for the 
navy and was later a technician at 
Bell Labs. He was heavily irradiated, 
he says, and has suffered a host of ill
nesses, though he was only compen
sated for cataracts. Throughout our 
interview dinner, Kay seemed nervous 
and disoriented. "I can't concentrate," 
he said, lighting another cigarette. "I 
get fagged out from no apparent exer
tion, and even now I find it difficult 
to concentrate for any period of time. 
Some days I can't even get out of bed." 

Shortly after I met Kay, I visited an
other RADVIC member, "Henry," who 
asked to remain unidentified. About 
three years after he began his job as a 
radio technician, he got married, and 
wha.t his wife had attributed to "newly
wed jitters" just seemed to get worse 
and worse. "It has affected his central 
nervous system," she said. "He will 
cry over nothing, and he is sterile." 
Throughout my visit, Henry, a muscu
lar man who grew up on a farm, sat 
staring vacantly while his wife talked. 
"My mind jumps, jumps, jumps. I think 
of what I want to say and then I for
get," he said. He and his wife have 
retained a lawyer to sue for federal 
compensation. 

Recently, these medical complaints 
have been joined by disturbing re
search findings. A careful replication 
of one Russian experiment showed 
that a power density twenty times low
er than our guidelines brought about 
imbalances in the blood chemistry and 
adverse behavioral effects in laboratory 
rats. Dr. Ross Adey, a well-known 
brain researcher at the veterans' hospi
tal in Loma Linda, California, found 
that when cat and chick brains were 
exposed to fields as low as 100 micro
watts there were significant changes in 
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. the distribution of calcium ions, which 

• are vital to information transport in the 
brain. "I would expect over the long 
run that this might change levels of 
awareness, .lower ability to perform 
complex tasks, and .alter sleep pat
terns," Adey told a science magazine. 

In a study completed in J 977 by the 
Stanford Research Institute, four of 
five baby squirrel monkeys irradiated 
at the 10,000-microwatt level as 
fetuses and then pgain after birth died 
within six months. All the control·grot1p 
offspring lived. This was the first . 
long-term study in this country 
of primates exposed to chronic low
level microwave radia(ion (al:>out three 
hours daily). The scientist in charge, 
Dr. Joel Kaplan, termed the findings 
"dramatic." In a 1962 study of 100 male · 
mice irradiated at 100,000 microwatts 
for four minutes a day for a year, 35 
percent had developed leukemia. In 
1976, the Bureau of Radiological Health 
call~d this. "the most discomforting 
finding in the available literature.". · 

Despite these disturbing discoveries, 
very few of the studies have been 
re-funded. One that has-the Kaplan 
study, whose results are just coming 
through-:-fortunately did not come up 
with the same findings. However, there 
is evidence enough that we should be 
paying Mtention. . 

Following a review of 112 research 
papers,· the General Accounting . Of
fice found them · sufficiently alarming 
to urge the federal government to get 
moving and produce some standards 
for protection: ' 

I 
NEYITABLY, THERE WILL BE 'STAN· 
<lards, but what they are depends to 
a .great extent on the small, arcane, 
and comb,3tive world of the micro
wave experts. Virtually the same 

cast of characters can .be counted on 
to appear wherever the controversy is 
played out-be it before congressional 
committees, courts of law, or zoning 
boards in remote hamlets. No arena is 
too small because• the stakes are so 
high. . . 

Dean of the opposition is Dr. Milton 
Zaret, professor .at New York Univer
sity Medical School, who has consulted 
for the · CIA and Bell Labs and has 
long believed microwaves are danger
ous. Recently, he has been joined by 
Brodeur and ·by Dr. Louis Slesin, for-

. mer senior research associate with the 
Natural Resources Defense Council in 
New York, which ~as been lobbying 
for tougher exposure standards-1·,000 
microwatts, at most. Leading the pro
microwave forces is Dr. Sol M. Michael
son, a small, owlish. professor from the 
University of Rochester who likens mi• 
erowave exposl1re to taking a "warm 
bath." Unfortunately, the Bureau of 
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Radiological Health branded some of 
his scientific opinion "contrary to that 
of other scientific sources." And then 
there is Captain ·Paul E. Tyler, a genial 
navy doctor who always· turns up to 
reassure the public or politicians. 

reasons, is deplorable," · he · said. Standards Institute, the group -that 

Tyler, who was hired by the Port 
Authority as its resident expert for the 
erection of the antenna, says, "Person
ally, I feel there's no evidence that mi
crowaves act CUJFUlatively on the body, 
but my assessment is that the 'worst 
case' would be an environmental stan
dard of 100." The fact is, we have a 
niilita·ry man making de facto public
health decisions. Once the transmitter 
starts operating, it w111 set a precedent 
that will be damn hard to turn back on. 

Whatever happened to Solon's pro- formulated the current occupational 
posal? Effectively, nothing. There was . guideline, now presumes to provide 
a full-day hearing in October 1978 a public-health standard even though 
where the microwave regulars-Zaret, it has no medical expertise. And apart 
Brodeur, Slesin, Mrs. Yannon, the lib- from the obvious conflict of interest 
era! politician~. and environmentalists here, there is another difficulty-the 
-talked health and preventive medi- true paucity of information in the field. 
cine while the TV types _(represented As scientist, Allan Frey, an ANSI mem
by Michaelson and Tyler), the tele- ber, remarked, "Shouldn't we be tell
phone company, and the mayor's office ing the world we have a woefully in
talked picture quality, lost customers, adequate data base and do not have 
and economics. It was clearly too much sufficient information to assess the pos
for the Board of Health, which opted sibility of hazard?" 
for a task. force, which, headed by a It has been more than ten years 
microwave partisan, predictably came since scientists first began to suspect 
out against adopting a standard. low-level microwaves and radio waves 

A recent recruit to the opposition is 
Dr. Leonard Solon, director of the city's 
Bureau for Radiation Control, who in 
June 1978 proposed the first· public
health standard in the country: 50 mi
crowatts per square centimeter, or 200 
times lower than the curren·t guideline 
for workers. "The failure to evolve en
vironmental stan~ards, for whatever 

And so the Board of Health quietly could be dangerous. Yet in the ensuing 
shelved the proposal until a federal decade and amid the controversy, the 
standard could be enacted. Commis- definitive research has not been done. 
sioner Reinaldo Ferrer explained: The government has just begun to 
"Whether we like it or not, we are liv- coordinate some major studies. But we 
ing in a soup of microwaves, and need standards now as basic preventive 
they're here to stay." _ medicine. Interim standards should be 

In the midst of this all-around gov- set with the clear understanding that 
ernment inaction, industry has been -they will be revised (if need be, down
moving ahead. The American National ward) when the answers are in. C:l3 

A Death by Microwaves? 

IT WAS · IN 1964 THAT SAMUEL years of service he was terminated 
Yannon first began to complain for medical reasons by New York 
to his wife, Nettie, that his head Telephone. He had spent 42 years 

hurt He was putting in long hours with the company. Once he stopped 
as a licensed radio-telephone techni- working, he deteriorated rapidly. "It 

· cian at New York Telephone Coin- was just pathetic," says Mrs. Yannon, 
pany's transmitting and receiving sta- a slight woman with thin blond hair. 

. tion on the eighty-seventh floor of the "He was very, very restle$s, but he 
Empire State Building, and Nettie told · couldn't walk around without bump
him to ease up and work less. · · ing into something. We· had ~o get 

But Yannon, who'had two kids in him a special dish to eat .out of ·so 
college, needed the overtime, and by he wouldn't spill his food.ii hi' 1973 
the next year he was coming home to he was permanently hospitalizeq, · and 
Staten Island completely exhausted. in his final months he was· Httle 'better 
Visits to a doctor turned up nothing, than a human vegetable,:_~ wasted 60-
and Yannon, 51, continued to work pound skeleton whose unholy shrieks 
hard, often logging 60 hours a week echoed through the dreary: halls of 
tuning and adjusting the microwave Sea View Hospital, where h'e died at 
dishes, transmitting television to mil- age 62 of pneumonia. ; . _· 
lions of sets in metropolitan New Dr. Alfredo Santillo first examined 
York. His complaints grew worse- .Yannon at St. Vincent's Hospital on 
he was fatigued, his eyes were both- Staten Island on June -24, '•970. His 

· ~ring him, he was becoming clumsy di11gnosis was "chronic brain syndrome 
and forp:etful, and he couldn't sleep. with psychotic overtones ,due to bio
By 1968, his weight had dropped from logical changes resulting from prci-
165 to 135 pounds. "My son was away longed exposure to heavy doses of 
at college at the University of Miami," shortwave radiation." Mrs. Yannon 
says Mrs. Yannon, "and I remember has charged in a case currently before 
he would come home and say, 'Gee, the Workmen's Compensation .Board 
Mom, what's wrong with Dad? He that her husband died from micro
looks so old.' ". 1 waves. At stake is far more. than the 

And so the rounds to the doctors pa~try $57 a week Mrs. Yarinon will 
began, and from then until her ~us- -get if she wins, or even the $3.5 mil
band's death, in 1974; Nettie Yannon lion she is seeking from RCA (the 
watched and suffered as her husband manufacturer of the equipment Yan
withered away before per eyes. By non maintained) in a federal case 
1910, Yannon was so disoriented, that •is expected to begin ·this year. 
physically and mentally, that after 4~ "You realize," she says, "if the phone 
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company lost, how many men it would 
affect? The repercussions would be 
felt throughout the country." _ 

New York Telephone says Yannon 
was never exposed to more than 
10,000 microwatts, but no tests were 
ever conducted when he worked on 
the eighty-seventh floor, where at 
times as many as 25 transmitters were 
operating: Mind-boggling levels of 
microwaves were found at the Em
pire State Building's one-hundred-and
second-floor observatory in 1968, 
vyhere the. Bureau of Radiological. 
Health measured up to 84,000 micro
watts. The BRH strongly urged the 
Empire State Building to install spe
cial protective glass to deflect the 
microwaves, which was done in utter 
secrecy. 

New York Telephone obviously 
did not take the Yannon case lightly. 
It brought in the country's two top de
f enders of the microwave status quo 
-Dr. Sol M. Michaelson and Captain 
Paul E. Tyler, M.D., of the navy. 
Dr. Robert M. Herndon, a colleague 
of Dr. Michaelson's from the Uni
versity of Rochester Medical Cen
ter, was the phone company's medical 
expert. He testified that Yannon had 
Alzheimer's disease and retinitis pig
mentosa. The first is a common form 
of pre-senile dementia, while the sec
_ ond would explain -the poor vision. 
But, as Dr. Santillo aptly replied, 
"Herndon never saw the patient." 
A decision-will be made soon.-J.J. 
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